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Excerpted from Making Great Relationships: Simple Practices for Solving Conflicts, Building 

Cooperation, and Fostering Love (January 2023). Reprinted with permission from Penguin 

Random House.

It’s normal to be cautious or nervous around other people. For example, if somebody disagrees 

with you in a meeting, you might feel uneasy and worried about what others think: Was I too 

pushy? Does my boss like me? Do they think I’m not very smart? When you get home later that 

day, let’s say your teenage son is quiet and prickly, as usual. You want to tell him that the chilly 

distance between you feels awful, and you want to open your heart to him . . . but it feels 

awkward, you’re afraid of making things worse, and when you spoke from the heart while 

growing up it did not go well, so you say nothing, again. 

Other social anxieties include fears about your 

appearance, public speaking, talking with authority 

figures, or being around people who aren’t like you. 

Sometimes these fears are justified. Someone might 

actually want to pressure, hurt, or exploit you. Safety 

is our most fundamental need, and it’s vital to be 

clear-eyed about threats and skillful in dealing with 

them. Nonetheless, many of our fears around other 

people are not actually justified. They don’t really care 

about what we did or, if they do, it’s a passing feeling. 

And if you’re facing a genuine threat, you can be 

Let Go of Needless Fear

© Rick Hanson, PhD
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determined and confident without being anxious about it. Anxiety is something that’s added to 

our responses. Sometimes it’s helpful, but so often it clouds our thinking, compounds suffering, 

and worsens conflicts with others. We can have too little or too much anxiety around other 

people. Which is more common?

It’s the second one: needless anxiety stirred into the sauce of life, making it bitter.

How

Anxiety can become chronic, a 

kind of habit, and hard to budge. 

People can even be anxious about 

not being anxious, since then they 

might lower their guard, and get 

hurt again. It’s important to realize 

that you can be alert and strong 

about potential threats while not 

feeling anxious.

Be aware of the costs of 

unnecessary—not informative, not 

useful—anxiety. Besides feeling 

bad, it makes us play smaller with 

others, hold back what we really feel, and hunker down—or get combative. Decide in your 

heart if you want to be free of worthless fears.

Let Go of Paper Tiger Paranoia

It helps to understand why the nervous system is so easily hijacked by alarm. To keep our 

ancestors alive, Mother Nature developed a brain that tends to overestimate threats, 

underestimate opportunities, and underestimate resources to deal with threats and fulfill 

opportunities. This is good for survival in life-or-death conditions, but it’s lousy for well-being and 

fulfilling relationships. It’s not our fault that we’re needlessly anxious. But it is our responsibility - 

and our opportunity - to address it.

So, whenever something seems threatening to you - such as what you think might happen if 

you were more vulnerable, emotional, or assertive with someone - ask yourself: 



• Am I overestimating this threat?

• Am I underestimating the opportunities here?

• Am I underestimating the resources—both inside me and around me—for dealing with 

this threat and capitalizing on these opportunities?

This stepping back to understand your own mind can immediately help you feel less anxious.

Recognize Your Turbochargers

Consider the life that you’ve had, especially your childhood, and what has been threatening, 

scary, even traumatic about it. How have you learned to deal with threats and manage anxiety? 

These lessons might have been helpful at the time, but now they are lodged in the body like 

turbochargers, distorting your perceptions, speeding up and tilting your emotions, and driving 

your impulses and actions. Take a little time to make a list of your own “turbochargers.” As you 

become more aware of them, they’ll have less power over you. You can talk to yourself in wise 

ways like these: This is not junior high school . . . He is not my dad . . . What they said was critical, but 

it was not a horrible attack . . . I have not been totally rejected, even though it feels like that . . . These 

hurt feelings are mainly old emotional memories, not based on what is true here and now.

Don’t Be Afraid

Bring to mind someone you know cares 

about you, and try saying to yourself: I 

know you’re not going to attack me. Find 

your way to having the statement ring 

true, and then see how you feel. Do it 

again with this statement to yourself: 

Even if you did attack me, I would still 

be OK in the core of my being. Let the 

truth of this and related good feelings 

sink into you. Here’s another one: I can 

take care of myself when I am with you. 

Let this, too, sink in.  And: If you hurt me, 

I’ll still be OK in my core.  And: I wish you 

well. If you have any difficulty with this practice, try it with other people who love you. Draw on 

the sense of calm strength that we’ve previously explored. Try to feel your way into a place in 

which you recognize others and situations as they truly are, you take care of your own needs, 

and no needless anxiety is added.



Next, do this practice by bringing a friend to mind . . . and then do it with a neutral person . . 

. and then with someone who is challenging for you. If there is truly something to be anxious 

about, so be it. Otherwise, keep opening to the experience of being realistic about others and 

strong on your own behalf—without feeling any pointless fear.

Try this approach while actively interacting with others. Can you talk with a family member, a 

friend, a neutral person, and a challenging person without one bit of unnecessary worry, alarm, 

or uneasiness? As you deepen your sense of being appropriately fearless with others, keep 

letting this experience sink in so you become increasingly grounded in this way of being.

Enjoy the sense of freedom this practice brings, the greater ease with others, the confidence. 

Notice how you can be more relaxed, patient, open, and caring with other people when you 

are not afraid.
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He found me on the floor. My three cup coffee buzz faded hours ago and my arms were 

covered in a crusty layer of baby vomit. My husband Mike, a physician, came home from the 

hospital after a seventeen hour shift. The last thing he wanted to hear was, “I’m not meant to be 

a mother.” 

My six week old infant was throwing up my breast milk 

for weeks. I tried to fix it but it only seemed to get worse. 

He wailed all evening—this after his two year old sister 

had been tugging at me all day. She cried sweetly, “I want 

to be hold,” but all I wanted was to snuggle into bed, 

throw a pillow over my head, and close my eyes. This 

whining-vomit-fest was my daily routine like the 90’s film 

Groundhog Day where actor Bill Murray relives the same 

day over and over. There’s got to be a better way.

 

I wasn’t alone. Over 3.5 million parents in the United 

States suffer from parental burnout.  According to Dr. 

Moira Mikoljczak this is not normal parenting stress, but a 

“chronic imbalance of risks over resources [and] a state 

of intense exhaustion related to one’s parental role.” It 

can lead to a mother feeling inadequate and detached 

from her children.1 

1  Mikolajczak, M., Gross, J. J., & Roskam, I. (2019). Parental burnout: What is it, and why does it matter? Clinical Psychological 
Science, 7(6), 1319–1329. https://doi.org/10.1177/2167702619858430
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Inadequate is putting it lightly. I felt like a failure. Was this payback for glaring at parents on 

airplanes with seat-kicking toddlers?

It wasn’t. We’re living in a broken system. 

People used to get the work done and 

care for children together—in small 

hunter-gatherer groups. Homo sapiens 

have been around for 300,000 years 

while farming in towns and cities for 

only 10,000 years. And the first industrial 

revolution happened less than 300 years 

ago. This is a rapid transformation for 

a species. One of the biggest changes 

occurred in the last two decades: we 

have been physically separated from one 

another—by screens. We’re separated 

by screens at work, we’re separated by 

screens at school. It’s even happened in 

our neighborhoods. I can’t even knock on 

a neighbor’s door before texting to come 

over or they think I’m a weirdo. 

I looked around the room at my gadgets: a baby monitor, a sound machine, the latest baby 

swing, and a hospital-grade breast pump that quietly whooshed. For having so much—why do I 

feel so crummy? Compared to mothers in any other time in history, I had access to the most 

knowledge. The list of books and websites on potty training, breastfeeding, disciplining children, 

and getting my body back is endless. However, they are no substitute for a home cooked meal 

and a pair of hands to hold my baby while I shower—and believe me, I needed a shower.

Bearing and raising children is natural. But we didn’t evolve to do it in isolation.2 I began a quest 

for connecting with other moms. On walks I’d call out to other pregnant women pushing 

strollers, “Hey! You have a kid; I have a kid. Give me your number so we can hang out!” 

2  Raihani, N. (2021, November 21). Stressed by parenting? Evolution can explain why. BBC: Family Tree. https://www.bbc.com/
future/article/20211102-stressed-by-parenting-evolution-explains-why
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Although connecting with other moms seemed to be a good solution, no one had time for it. 

“Gosh, I’d love to get together, but we have soccer today.” This time-poor, too-busy-for-anything 

suffering got a name: burnout. 

But that name doesn’t help—it implies that the moms can’t hack it. Psychiatrist Dr. Wendy 

Dean says “this isn’t burnout” it is a betrayal.3 The word burnout places the blame on individuals 

instead of the lack of supportive socioeconomic structures.

It’s hard to understand why there is a problem. Maternal and infant mortality rates are lower, 

food is abundant, and creature comforts are provided through the press of a button. Yet our 

social structures do not bolster families. A few state programs address the problem with paid 

family leave, early childcare education, healthcare, or mental health support. However these 

programs are unavailable or subpar for most families. 

The United States is the only industrialized country that doesn’t mandate paid family leave. 

This forces one in four women to go back to work only two weeks after giving birth.4  And this 

shortsighted lack of national policy has damaging effects. Brief maternal leave is linked to higher 

rates of maternal stress, depression, and worse outcomes for infants and children.56

I couldn’t imagine going back to work two weeks after giving birth. In fact, I was lucky to be 

alive. Twelve days after my son was born, I nearly died from a severe postpartum hemorrhage. 

After a 9-1-1 call, emergency surgery, and two blood transfusions, I’m still here.  

The aftercare I received was typical, a comprehensive exam at six weeks. According to the ten 

question Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale, I didn’t have postpartum depression.7 I was 

cleared to start exercising and having sex—I didn’t perceive this as good news because I wasn’t 

ready to get back on that horse yet. Nonetheless, I was sent on my merry way to carry on with 

the joys of motherhood. Good luck, mama bear!

3    Lakshmin, P. (2021, February 4). How Society Has Turned Its Back on Mothers:  This isn’t just about burnout, it’s about betrayal. 
New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/04/parenting/working-mom-burnout-coronavirus.html

4   Livingston, G., & Thomas, D. (2020, August 7). Among 41 countries, only U.S. lacks paid parental leave. Pew Research 
Center. Retrieved October 14, 2022, from https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/12/16/u-s-lacks-mandated-paid-
parental-leave/

5  Feldman, R., Sussman, A. L., & Zigler, E. (2004). Parental leave and work adaptation at the transition to parenthood: 
Individual, marital, and social correlates. Journal of Applied Developmental Psychology, 25(4), 459–479. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.appdev.2004.06.004

6   Gault, B., Reichlin, L., Milli, J., Hegewisch, A., & Hartmann, H. (2014, January 23). Paid parental leave in the United States - 
Institute for women's policy ... Institute for Women's Policy Research. Retrieved October 14, 2022, from https://iwpr.org/
wp-content/uploads/2020/09/B334-Paid-Parental-Leave-in-the-United-States.pdf

7  Cox, J. L., Holden, J. M., & Sagovsky, R. (1987). Detection of postnatal depression. British Journal of Psychiatry, 150(6), 782–
786. https://doi.org/10.1192/bjp.150.6.782
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Five months after Mike found me on the floor, I was still breastfeeding and home alone with 

the kids. I’d hum to calm myself in the mornings as both babies screamed at me during diaper 

changes. My hair was falling out, my skin was peeling off my fingers, and eating ice cream was my 

only pleasure. I was desperate for guidance.  

Then one day I found the book Mother Nurture by Dr. Rick Hanson, Jan Hanson, and Dr. Ricki 

Pollycove. I barely had time to sit without a baby in my arms, let alone read, but I had to try 

something. Right from the first page, I felt like I was with a best friend who understood how I 

was feeling. Finally! 

First off, this thing has a name. Hanson calls it Depleted Mother Syndrome—“a biophysical 

condition in which the accumulation of a mother’s outpouring, stresses, vulnerabilities, and low 

resources drain and dysregulate her body.”8 Hormonal shifts, nutritional needs, sleep deprivation, 

changes in identity, and increased responsibilities become a heavy burden on a mother who 

protects and cares for the most vulnerable among us, children. But who looks out for mom?

The goal of Mother Nurture is to restore balance to a mother’s mind, body, and intimate 

relationships. Depleted Mother Syndrome (DMS) is insidious. The months or years of energetic 

and physical outpouring from a mother add up to a chronically depleted state that is distinct 

from postpartum depression—and it’s just as true for women who have not given birth to 

their child. The risks are higher with more children, longer breastfeeding, being an older mom, 

traumatic births, or when the baby has health problems.

Once I got my hands on the book, I resolved to get my physical health back. A quick glance at 

my DMS risk factors told the tale: one miscarriage-check, two complicated deliveries-check-

plus-check, older mom-check, infant needed emergency surgery-check, extended breastfeeding-

check, alone with two children-check. Yikes! I was deep in the land of depletion. And the coup 

de grâce—all of my family lived out of state. The so-called “village it takes to raise a child” was 

for me—like so many mothers—more like a ghost town.

Step one was getting more sleep. Sleep deprivation can impair the immune system, 

gastrointestinal system, memory, concentration, and mood. For our first baby, I took the 

overnight shifts since Mike was going to work all day. I was able to sleep when the baby slept. A 

second child doubles the workload. In order to get more sleep, I had to ask for help.

8  Hanson, R., Hanson, J., & Pollycove, R. (2002). Mother nurture: A mother's guide to health in body, mind, and intimate 
relationships. Penguin Books.
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Asking for help is not intuitive. In fact, it 

seems ingrained in our culture that the 

best moms don’t need help. Even mothers 

who out-earn their husbands take on more 

household chores.9 Eve Rodsky, author of 

the book Fair Play, warns about internalizing 

toxic messages like “it’s on me” to take all 

the nightly wake-ups or “I can do it better” 

than my husband when it comes to laundry.10 

Perfectionism was choking me. When I 

reduced my expectations of being a super 

mom, I could breathe again. Maybe I can give 

formula to my baby, let the house get a little 

messy, or let others cook for me when they 

come to town? And since Mike seemed eager, 

why not let him help?

As I began to create small pockets of time, I found I still could not sleep. I rode a thought 

merry-go-round. Are the doors locked? I shouldn’t have eaten so many cookies today. Why does it 

feel like I don’t have friends anymore? Fortunately there is a way to steady the wandering mind.

I began to use techniques from Mother Nurture: meditating for one to five minutes before bed, 

relaxing by watching my baby sleep, and even extending compassion towards my partner during 

hard times. As an example I would close my eyes, bring Mike to mind. May he be healthy, may 

he not suffer, may he be at peace. This lovingkindness mediation seems trivial in theory, but it is 

powerful in practice. 

Routines that foster good sleep are also a practice. This is called sleep hygiene. I limited nightly 

screen time, avoided aggravating tasks or arguments before bed, and cut down caffeine. I kept 

the room dark during nighttime diaper changes which allowed me to get back to sleep faster. 

Light stimulates the brain and increases wakefulness for parents and baby.11 Finally, my husband 

took on part of the night shift so I could get uninterrupted sleep.

9   Syrda, J. (2022). Gendered housework: Spousal relative income, parenthood and traditional gender identity norms. Work, 
Employment and Society, 095001702110697. https://doi.org/10.1177/09500170211069780

10   Rodsky, E. (2021). Fair play: Share the mental load, rebalance your relationship and Transform your life. Quercus.
11  Bedrosian, T. A., & Nelson, R. J. (2017). Timing of light exposure affects mood and brain circuits. Translational Psychiatry, 

7(1). https://doi.org/10.1038/tp.2016.262
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It worked. I started to feel better and could look at my other problems, such as mood, skin, 

and concentration. It was time to face my poor diet—the life-sucking chore of difficult choices. 

I just wanted a chimichanga and a margarita. But I knew I could do better. I was eating mostly 

white carbs. It didn’t start out that way. My son threw up my breast milk for six months straight. 

I followed the advice of the pediatrician to give up soy, dairy, and eggs. It didn’t help me or my 

son. Mike repeatedly asked, “Are you sure you don’t want to work with that nutritionist we 

know? She said her speciality is helping mothers.” I didn’t. I really didn’t. But after reading Mother 

Nurture, I finally gave in. 

 

It was overwhelming, so I cleaned up one meal at a time. I cut down white flour carbs 

and refined sugars and added high quality fats (like avocados), protein, fresh veggies, and 

supplements. My mood, skin, and hair thanked me.

The changes snowballed. I read. I studied. I developed confidence in advocating for my health. I 

asked my doctor for additional tests that had not been offered. I was on a pathway to wellness. 

Next up: stress.

My best friend said being a mom meant she was always “on the clock.” There was no more 

going out for a quick run or coffee with a friend. There was always a partner or babysitter 

staring at their watch waiting for her return. But what can we do when we are surprised with a 

free moment? 
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Mother Nurture suggests 1, 5, 15, 30, and 60 minute soother activities. Having this list ready to go 

reduces the cognitive load of figuring out how to calm myself when I already feel flooded. Here 

are some of my favorite examples from the book—soothers based on time constraints: 

1 Minute:   splash water on your face, hug your partner or child, take 4 deep slow breaths 

while imagining stress leaving your body, smell something good, or rub your feet

5 Minutes:   have a cup of tea, go outside and watch the birds, listen to a favorite song, or 

do a few stretches

15 Minutes:  meditate, go for a short walk, dance/stretch, read a magazine, or take a shower

30 Minutes:   call a friend, take a nap, read a book, play an instrument, or take a long bath

1 Hour:    take yourself out for a meal, go for a hike, browse a bookstore, or my 

favorite—go to a yoga class.

The book suggests relaxation techniques (tensing and releasing each part of your body, one at 

a time), acknowledging feelings (I’m upset right now, I feel tightness in my chest), or taking in the 

good (relishing in your baby’s smile or a warm comfortable bed). These simple shifts of coming 

back into the present really calmed me.

To this day I like to imagine myself as a child to soften my harsh inner critic. I tell myself that I 

am allowed to make mistakes and am still learning. It’s ok if I don’t do every task skillfully. There 

is always room to grow. I also make space to grieve the lost pieces of who I used to be in order 

to bloom into the person I am becoming.

Change is not linear and it’s sometimes painful. I discovered my sadness. My vivacious 

personality and fun spirit had been extinguished by the endless loop of schlepping the kids 

around, washing diapers, doing dishes, going for groceries. I no longer saw a future self—a 

problem that I never had before. I felt this intensely when meeting new people and they’d 

inevitably ask, “What do YOU do, Renee?” I hate that question. Saying, “I’m at home raising my 

kids,” left me feeling worthless.

Women are hard on themselves, shouldering their list of “shoulds.” Dr. Pooja Lakshmin says, 

“women have internalized a culture that demands they bear the brunt of caregiving while 

simultaneously devaluing that job.”12 So while we devote ourselves to this new role, we are also 

out in the world being told that raising children does not serve the bottom line. Mothers often

 

12    Lakshmin, P. (2021, February 4). How Society Has Turned Its Back on Mothers: This isn’t just about burnout, it’s about 
betrayal. New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/04/parenting/working-mom-burnout-coronavirus.html
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face a no-win situation where they feel guilty for working and not being with their child. But 

then if they stay at home they feel guilty for not bringing home the bacon. Is earning money the 

only thing that makes a person productive? 

The dissonance felt balancing family with work seems to worsen parental burnout.13 Anne 

Crittendon states in her book The Price of Motherhood, “Individuals who assume the role of 

nurturer are punished and discouraged from performing the very tasks that everyone agrees 

are essential. We talk endlessly about the importance of family, yet the work it takes to make a 

family is utterly disregarded.”14

I didn’t feel valuable the way I did when I first met my husband. Sure, my life was filled with a 

deep purpose to serve my children and family, but I felt like I had to make myself very small 

to attend to the wants and needs of three people and a dog. I often woke up in a sweat from 

a recurring nightmare of Mike divorcing me. I was no longer the woman he married. And the 

divide between us was growing. 

If there was a better way to parent together while still enjoying the love we had when we first 

got married, then I needed to find it. We had gone deep into what Hanson calls our “practical 

partnership,” but we had lost our “intimate friendship.” Communication was tense, even to the 

point of us snapping at each other regularly. This was new and started after having children.

Partners can start by connecting—to their breath, to knowing that they are on the same 

team, and to a sense of feeling loved. They can also lead with the positive—the aspect of the 

relationship or person that is praiseworthy. So instead of piercing Mike with my eye daggers 

for leaving a crusty oatmeal bowl in the sink, I bravely decided to have a conversation about it. 

That’s right, I said bravely, because these talks are hard especially when things have been tense. 

But first, I led with how I appreciated that Mike fed our toddler and played with her while I 

napped with the baby. 

A subtle change in communication is powerful. I started to listen with curiosity during a conflict. 

It turned out that Mike valued that I kept the house clean; he just hadn’t known how upset I 

would get about dishes in the sink. We made a plan for me to alter my expectations of when 

dishes needed to be done and for him to make a better effort to keep things tidy. Open 

communication seemed to be the way forward. 

13  Meeussen, L., & Van Laar, C. (2018). Feeling pressure to be a perfect mother relates to parental burnout and career 
ambitions. Frontiers in Psychology, 9. https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2018.02113

14 Crittenden, A. (2010). The price of motherhood: Why the most important job in the world is still the least valued. Picador.
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Style and tone can make a big 

difference when communicating. My 

way is busy and boisterous, so I had 

to slow down. Mike tends to speak 

more thoughtfully and dislikes being 

interrupted mid-thought. This was 

a tough adjustment because I was 

raised in a family that talks over each 

other, gets louder, and attempts to 

finish each other’s sentences. 

Hanson says to approach a 

conversation with empathy for your 

partner. I have a tendency to take 

things personally, but the truth is 

that my husband is never trying to 

deliberately hurt my feelings. He is my 

partner, he loves me, and I love him. It 

was helpful to talk about conflict using 

“we” statements rather than “you” 

statements. “We care about our kids 

staying healthy and having good oral hygiene, so can we find a system that ensures the kids get 

their teeth flossed and brushed every night?”

Partners can get closer by defining their values. What matters for you as a couple? Is it your 

health, family time, patience, empathy, or maybe spirituality? If Mike plays with the kids while 

I make dinner, I value the alone time to center myself and he values the healthy meal. We all 

value family time delivered through Mike’s collection of very popular physical games he plays 

with the kids called “couch jumps, roller-squeezer, and buffalo rides.” And the added benefit? 

Fathers who engage in physical play with their children have higher levels of oxytocin—the love 

hormone.15 Wins all around!

15  Morris, A. R., Turner, A., Gilbertson, C. H., Corner, G., Mendez, A. J., & Saxbe, D. E. (2021). Physical touch during father-
infant interactions is associated with paternal oxytocin levels. Infant Behavior and Development, 64, 101613. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.infbeh.2021.101613
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Getting clear on values can support friendliness and cooperation with our partners. Another 

big piece of an intimate relationship is sex. Almost every mom I’ve met has experienced some 

disparity between how much sex she wants and how much her partner wants after the baby 

arrives. Moms who felt overworked and grabbed at all day were worried that a nice hug from 

her partner would inevitably lead to the bedroom. And their partners were confused by the 

withdrawal of physical affection.

Alongside rebuilding a foundation of good communication, teamwork, and friendship, Mother 

Nurture explores practical, respectful ways to get both of your needs met—beyond just 

“accepting your differences.”  

To boost physical intimacy, many women need non-sexual affection (like a no-strings attached 

hug), practical help with children, and fair division of household duties. Also, talking about your 

differences in sexual desire can open a pathway to solutions. Lead by expressing your softer 

emotions of sadness, fear, and hurt—this can help curb judgement and foster empathy for your 

partner. 

Ultimately, sex is rooted in connection. Hanson suggests asking your partner to ask you “three 

questions a day about your inner world” to reawaken the energy of when you started dating. 

I found that when Mike took on more responsibilities in the home, I had more time to pursue 

work and other interests, which led to us having more to talk about (that didn’t involve the 

house and kids). We rekindled our admiration for each other which brought us closer—and 

invited more physical intimacy. 
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It was hard to see these struggles as a storm that would soon pass. Even now I sometimes 

feel shame when I think of how thin I was stretched when my kids were babies—I wonder 

if I gave them enough attention. I wasn’t really the mother I thought I’d be—one that had a 

learning activity every day, avoided all screen time, never yelled, and never hid in my closet just 

to breathe. But as I’ve learned to be kinder to myself, I’ve noticed that kindness shines outward 

toward my children, husband, and everyone else in my sphere. 

My adjustments to get more sleep, have a nutrient-dense diet, ease my stress, fuel my spirit, 

and communicate more skillfully with my partner completely changed my life. But each of the 

changes affected the other, like the unfolding of an image in a kaleidoscope.

A few years have gone by since those days. As I write, I’m sitting quietly in a library near our 

home. My kids are off learning to read and finger paint. Mike has drastically cut down his work 

hours to help at home as I’m happily working part-time. I meditated this morning while Mike 

made lunches and got the kids to school. I’ve lowered my expectations of a clean house, what 

the kids should wear, how many meals need to be homemade, or even how I should look. That 

has made space for the joy I had desired all along. I do still shudder walking by dishes in the sink, 

but I’m working on letting that go too.

My world is messier and noisier now. The storm is over, the sun is out, and like a little 

groundhog, I’ve come out of my hole to take a look around. My eyes are open and I see a 

socioeconomic system that has failed mothers. I can’t fix it, not immediately anyway. What I can 

do is offer moms a flashlight to find their way through the darkness. Hopefully one day depleted 

mothers will become a thing of the past. Until then, there’s Mother Nurture.  
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A Journey of The Heart

The dawn arises and so do I.

Amongst the flickering shadows of a new day,

I rest in solitude and unity.

At one with all who share this mystery called life.

Perils surround us in a world of not knowing and 

uncertainty.

And yet, and yet...

The heart of compassion emerges far and wide,

Pervading the very deepest of sorrows.

A kindness infused with hope,

Threading the human fabric with tender grace 

and resilience..

Marilyn Rothman has been practicing Buddhist meditation in the Theravada tradition for 40 years. She worked at 

the Insight Meditation Society (IMS) in Massachusetts for close to 10 years managing silent meditation retreats 

and has attended several retreats in Burma.
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Excerpted from Untangled by Koshin Paley Ellison. Copyright © 2022 by Koshin Paley Ellison. 

Reprinted with permission of Balance Publishing. All rights reserved. 

The suffering we feel is rooted in how tangled 

up we are. Many of us feel tangled by our 

fears, our resentments, and our stories about 

ourselves and others. We feel controlled by 

behaviors we can’t change, thoughts we can’t 

stop, feelings we don’t want to feel. We feel 

tangled in confusion, or in misperception, or 

in traumas we haven’t learned how to heal. 

Living so tangled up contorts our bodies, 

and we end up walking through life like “the 

ministry of silly walks” in the old Monty Python 

skit. This reduces our availability to life, to 

others, and to our true selves.

In the early texts of Buddhism, someone is 

said to have approached the Buddha (whose 

name was Siddhartha Gotama) and asked, 

“The inner tangle and the outer tangle, this 

generation is entangled in a tangle. And so I 

ask of Gotama this question: Who succeeds in 

disentangling this tangle?” It is up to you and me to untangle it.

Tangles of Our Own Making

© 2022 Koshin Paley Ellison
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The “tangle” is all the ways we bind ourselves up in our fears, our unhelpful stories, and our 

self- created clouds of confusion. It is made out of the ways we try to seek happiness and 

avoid suffering that totally don’t work. I’ve experienced it myself, and I see it often with the 

students who study with me. No matter the differences in where they’re from, how they look, 

or what they do, the students who come to me so often feel overwhelmed, stressed, anxious, 

and lonely. They suffer from a profound disconnect from others, like they’re floating in space, 

untethered.  They often— sometimes very often— think that their actual experiences or even 

their entire lives are not as good as ones they’ve idealized.  They are consumed by the fear 

that they are unlovable just as they are.  The suspicion, often unnamed but still lurking under 

the surface of everything, is that they’ll never be enough to meet what life brings their way.

The experience of the COVID-19 pandemic heightened a lot of this suffering. Certainly, in the 

United States, as loved ones became ill, many people died, employment became precarious, 

our daily behavior was strictly limited, and feelings of instability and fear of disaster came 

rushing to the fore. The virus exacerbated the 

anxiety that is threaded through a lot of economic, 

political, and social issues. Our vulnerability was 

exposed, and we were reminded that we are not 

in control. Suddenly, our fragility felt very real.

Life is fragile. It’s delicate and subject to ever-

changing circumstances. The pandemic didn’t 

create that reality; it only made it clearer.  We try 

to hide the tangles we’re caught in under fancy 

clothes.  We pretend that the lopsided way we’re 

walking through life is a swagger.  What happens 

when the costumes and coping mechanisms are 

pulled away? Among the many extraordinary 

things about the entire world going through the 

shared traumas of COVID-19 was that it made 

our shared suffering more visible.

The Loneliness Epidemic

A physician I know is consumed with the feeling that they are never meeting expectations. 

They didn’t reach everyone they wanted to reach that day. They didn’t do everything they 
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could have done. If you were to meet this person, you would see that everything about 

them radiates warmth.  Their body language is open.  Their smiles are wide. Judging by outer 

appearances, you’d think they are free of storms and struggles. In actuality, the whole of their 

professional life has been plagued by feelings of inadequacy, born from a deeply held and 

unexamined delusion that they should have no bounds. 

So many of us hold fast to an anxious belief that we must do some particular thing or be 

some particular way in order to be lovable. We can become so fixated on this seemingly 

urgent requirement that all we see is our own success and (inevitable) failure instead of the 

real people we are supposed to be loving and being loved by. Ultimately we are incapable of 

enjoying the simple giving and taking that our strategy was meant to bring us. This is one of 

many different tangles that can ensnare us in self- referential obsessions even as we wonder 

why we are so exhausted, so frustrated, and so lonely.

Loneliness is itself a different kind of public health epidemic. Hundreds of articles have been 

published about loneliness and its detrimental effects on our mental, emotional, and physical 

health. Britain has even appointed a loneliness minister.  Their role is to address the erosion 
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of families and communities, the tearing apart of the social fabric, rising divorce rates, and all 

forms of isolation. And yet, on a daily basis, how many people do you personally see or hear 

expressing that they’re unbearably lonely? One of the symptoms of the trouble is that the ones 

suffering from loneliness often do not share their struggle— sometimes they don’t know how 

to name it even for themselves.

Junk Pleasure

The consequences of the way we tangle ourselves 

up are very real. Even those of us who have 

succeeded in ways that society values— getting 

married, making money, acquiring status— often feel 

unanchored, disengaged, and empty, and they can’t 

figure out why. Frequently, we attempt to fill the 

hole we feel with junk pleasure, which our culture 

feeds us in steady supply: shopping, alcohol and 

drugs, sex and porn, food, you name it. It’s not that 

there’s anything wrong with these things in and of 

themselves (personally, I’ve got a weakness for Apple 

products). It’s that they aren’t able to do what we’re 

asking them to do.  And when they fail or are not 

available, then we can get desperate.

During the COVID-19 pandemic we have been told 

many times that what we need to do is “shelter in 

place.”  This has often sounded to me like a coded 

message from the universe, a Zen message, if you 

will, because amid our pain, sheltering in place is 

exactly what we need to do.  We need to take 

shelter in being exactly in the place that we are 

now, because when we do that, where we are now 

becomes the place of practice.
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Finding Shelter Is a Place of Practice

The following is a practice to help you begin to identify your tangles. It’s a good way to begin 

working with the practices in this book, and you can return to it any time.

Find somewhere to sit comfortably. Let your body settle in a way that feels good. Make 

whatever microadjustments are needed. Be aware of your breathing, and then let your 

awareness of your breath draw you into your lower belly. Allow your belly to be soft. Let 

your awareness arrive fully in the body, flowing throughout it until you can feel the sensations 

throughout your body. Feel clearly that your body is your place. This body of sensations right 

here, with its tension and pleasures, its tingling and its vibrations, this body of sensations is 

your home. Let the sensations rise freely into your awareness. Let yourself settle as one with 

them. Let them hold your awareness, anchoring it and giving your mind a place to shelter.

Entering a place of refuge is a place of practice.

Sensei Koshin Paley Ellison, MFA, LMSW, DMIN, is an author, 

Zen teacher, and Jungian psychotherapist. Koshin co-founded the 

New York Zen Center for Contemplative Care, a non-profit that 

offers contemplative approaches to care through education, care 

partnering, and Zen practice. Koshin is a renowned thought leader 

in contemplative medicine; his pioneering work has been featured 

in the New York Times, PBS, CBS Sunday Morning among other 

media outlets.
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Author’s note: Trust in Awakening is a re-working of an ancient Zen poem, often translated as “Faith 

in Mind.” I wrote this book to give a modern presentation to “the path of no path” – the flowering 

of awakening.  I wanted to sharpen the poem stanzas to better reflect specific realization and the 

lure, the pull of each of our personalities to keep us in an ordinary state of mind as a solo individual 

rather than resting in the undivided oneness of realization of the source – the Absolute.

The Xin Xin Ming is considered the first poem of Zen (Ch’an). It is far more than simply a 

poem. It is a direct pointing to the source—the Absolute—and the Absolute in each of us that 

we call “true nature.” It is considered a direct teaching in Zen. A direct teaching is presented 

with as little conceptual framing as possible. It is pointing to the source itself again and again in 

different voices. A direct teaching cuts through theorizing and lands us directly in the Absolute 

or in one of its functions—Absence (emptiness) or Presence being core functions. 

During my nearly fifty years of Zen practice, I have turned to this poem as a source of 

inspiration, a map of sorts to the path of no path. This poem gives subtle pointers, then 

removes the concepts from those pointers, leaving the direct knowing of truth. 

I wrote this book to be a companion to my books Buddha’s Heart (describing the ancient 

Buddhist heart practices) and Demystifying Awakening (revealing the process, impact, and path 

of Awakening). I want this book to be a nonconceptual vehicle of direct pointing to the source, 

the truth, the inherent nature of us all. While this book can be used at any stage of spiritual 

development or realization, it is most beneficial in the hands of one who feels the burn for 

Awakening, that all-consuming fire drawing one toward deeper and deeper absolute truth. 

Trust in Awakening   

© Stephen Doetsu Snyder
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This book can be the catalyst for that explosion of Awakening we call kensho in Zen. Kensho is 

seeing your true nature—that is, seeing the Absolute, the source, fully manifesting as you.  

May this book spark your Awakening! 

Here are a few stanzas from Trust in Awakening with my commentary for each stanza:

The Great Way is effortless 

With no preferences 

Surrender desire and aversion 

Clarity dazzles

The Great Way is effortless 

The Great Way is the path of spiritual development and the unfolding of Awakening. “Being 

effortless” means no doer or sense of self is taking action. When we bring effort to an activity, 

we bring our thoughts and conceptual understanding to it. But neither thought nor concepts 

abide in the Absolute. When we understand how to dismiss the sense of self from effort, our 

action becomes effortless and we begin walking the path. We are following the Great Way. 

With no preferences 

Preferences derive from our internal self-talk of “I like this” and “I do not like that.” Our 

preferences support our customary self-identity. Only when we drop preferences, drop like and 

dislike, can we see the Great Way before us. 

Surrender desire and aversion 

In Buddhism we discuss three defilements. Defilements are core inclinations that drive the 

sense of self, making it appear real to us. The three defilements, which everyone has, are 

desire, aversion, and delusion. Desire is a longing for things. We believe these things will make 

us feel safe and whole. Conversely, aversion is a dislike for things. We believe pushing bad 

things away from us will keep only good ones close. Finally, delusion is a misperception and 

misunderstanding of reality. We believe the customary self-identity is something real and solid. 
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By surrendering desire and aversion, we allow what is unfolding in our life to be here while 

viewing it as exactly right for this moment. We can be with the natural flow of reality.  

Clarity dazzles 

By releasing desire and aversion, even temporarily, we can witness the natural quality of 

inner spaciousness. When concepts are few, we can see the dazzling clarity, the crispness, the 

precision, and the inherent perfection of our deeper true nature. 

— Do you see it, right here, right now?

Clutch likes and dislikes 

The principal mind disease 

Not consummating true nature 

Agitates the mind

Clutch likes and dislikes

When we hold tight to our likes and dislikes, we eliminate other possibilities. We fixate on the 

concept of only two options as answers to a particular issue: right or wrong. This position takes 

away all other possibilities for a different result. 

Further, our customary self-identity is composed in part by the aggregation of our likes and 

dislikes. As we release and put down likes and dislikes, we become open to a variety of choices 

while untethering our sense of self from fixed opinions. 

The principal mind disease 

In Buddhist practice, we notice that by holding fast to our particular likes and dislikes, we are 

continually recreating a sense of self that feels substantial or real. This deep-seated belief, this 

conviction, of the authenticity of the self is the principal mental hurdle to returning home to 

nibbãna. 

In Awakening, we perceive that any sense of self is really an absence of self. The core of our 

beingness is actually a form of emptiness, an infinite spaciousness, a lack of substantiality. This 

absence of self does not hold opinions or positions. When deeply in absence of self, awareness 

finds itself in each new moment, with each fresh breath.  
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Not consummating true nature 

When we do not make contact regularly with our deeper true nature, we lose the perception 

that we intrinsically belong with all that manifests now, in this very moment. 

Touching into our true nature has the felt-sense qualities both of being objective and 

unconditioned: objective in not reaffirming any sense of self; unconditioned in always being 

present right here now, rather than created or born. 

We can make contact with our deeper true nature through different meditations and spiritual 

practices. The ancient Buddhist heart meditations are a way to directly touch and rest in the 

qualities of our true nature. (These meditations are presented in my book Buddha’s Heart.) 

Agitates the mind 

When we are not in contact with our true nature, we are unsettled, discontented, or ill at ease. 

We are agitated, trying to get from here to there, somewhere other than right here. We are 

seeking certain specific experiences to get away from who we take ourselves to be. The mental 

process of believing “I am here and I want to get or go there” stirs the mind and agitates our 

inherent peacefulness. 

Resting in and as our true nature pacifies the choppy waves of self and our ceaseless efforts to 

fortify and maintain the customary sense of self. Resting in and as our true nature lets us relax 

deeply in the truth of who we are.

 — Where is your mind in this very moment?

Unbind thought and concept 

Roam openly 

Inhabit the source 

Know all meaning
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Unbind thought and concept  

As we rely more upon inner intuitive knowing, seeing, hearing, tasting, and touching, we unbind 

thought and concept from defining and maintaining the placement of reality. We relax our 

allegiance to thought and concept; we withdraw from them. We may witness firsthand that the 

inner knowing of Absence holds objective truths that are unconditioned, that are not subject 

to birth or death. These are everlasting qualities of true nature, always fully available in our 

consciousness. 

Roam openly  

When we roam openly, we traverse the length and breadth of our inner spaciousness, of our 

consciousness, from this world to other universes, including the source of the Absolute. When 

we are not invested in maintaining a particular self, we are home everywhere. We can then rest 

in knowing the wholeness of perfection of manifested reality, what actually is here. 

Inhabit the source 

When we inhabit the source, we become a vessel, a conduit, through which the Absolute flows, 

witnessing itself as the source and manifestation of all reality. Rest in the truth that you are fully 

Absence and Presence. 

Know all meaning 

When Absence, true nature, and the Absolute are the sources we check in with to confirm 

our identity, we understand everything in proper relationship. There is nothing added or 

subtracted in reality. When we abide continuously in pure love and Presence, see the world in 

all its divergent parts as being expressions of seamless love coupled with Presence, we know all 

meaning.

 — Everything is right here, right now. Do you see it?
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Awakening dawns 

Eclipse form and Absence 

No beginning, no end 

Sever every opinion

Awakening dawns 

When our consciousness wakes to the present reality of our true nature,  we know “this is 

me/I am this” always and without qualification, and Awakening recognizes itself. True nature as 

our core abides without insisting, waiting to be experientially witnessed. When we witness it or 

rather when true nature witnesses itself, Awakening dawns. 

Eclipse form and Absence 

In sustained deeper Awakening experiences, we drop everything because we are resting in the 

embodied knowing, the unrestricted perception of the infinite Oneness of all reality. We drop all 

concepts and all realities built upon the foundation of fabricated, conditioned thought. Even the 

conceptual positions of form and Absence are eclipsed. In reality, there is no form or Absence. 

When we dwell in no form and absence of form, then we truly know form and Absence by 

direct contact rather than through conceptual frameworks, affording us direct knowing. 

No beginning, no end 

When we hold the concepts of a beginning and an end, we commit to the passage of time 

from past to present to future. But all time is an unconditioned present moment. The unending 

present moment. It is free from birth and death. It has always existed and always will exist. No 

beginning or end means right here, right now, nothing added or deducted. When we are one 

with Cessation— with Absence and simultaneously Presence—we see there is nowhere to go 

and no one to go there. We have already arrived. 
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Sever every opinion 

We must voluntarily release any and every opinion about the world, even the world of 

Awakening. We must sever ourselves from opinions about Cessation, the unmanifest, the 

manifest, pure love, pure Presence, pure awareness, and the lack of these. All are points of view. 

Reality always is, right here and right now. 

— Where are you looking?

Abiding in Absence 

Conceit humbles 

Residing in wisdom 

Quiet confidence

Abiding in Absence 

Absence is a core quality of Cessation and the unmanifest functioning of the Absolute. It is a 

core quality of each being in creation. When we are not deluded by appearances, we rest in 

and as Absence, in and as the boundless potential of vast spaciousness.  

Conceit humbles 

One of the last opinions to fall away is conceit. (I’m referring to conceit not in terms of 

worldly abilities but rather in the experience of realization itself.) A mind harboring conceit 

because of realization is not a mind resting in and functioning from realization itself. This clinging 

to experience reveals that despite deep realization, investigation of personal conceptual 

convictions and beliefs remains. This is the ceaselessness of the spiritual path. 

There is no end to realizations and no end to unconscious personal material needing to be 

engaged, excised, and liberated.

Realization does not make us special. It makes us profoundly ordinary. We become a conduit for 

our true nature, for truth to spontaneously, joyfully, authentically express itself as it wishes and 
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as needed. We are the servants of truth, which is the Absolute in its manifest and unmanifest 

functions. 

Residing in wisdom 

“Wisdom” means to see clearly and take action that is appropriate, attuned precisely to what is 

needed in each new moment. Wisdom is not discerned by concept or thought. There is no self 

to get anything, to go anywhere, or to be anyone in particular. Then we can be unique, special, 

and express true nature’s wisdom with a natural, authentic humility. 

Quiet confidence 

When concepts and thoughts are stilled, profound quiet serenity pervades our consciousness. 

Seeing there is no me or you, no here or there, no time other than the endless now, our 

confidence is expressed as a lack of hesitation, of questioning, and of doubt. Truth knows itself. 

From intimately knowing itself, truth can be perfectly attuned in each moment. 

— Where is your seat in this moment?

 

Awake 

Who is holy or wise 

Uninhibited trust 

Heartful modesty

Awake 

Awakening experiences open our consciousness to the multilayered reality of life. We can be 

aware simultaneously of a physical level, Absence and Presence qualities, and psychological 

structures. In other words, the personality can be perceived while also directly experiencing the 

depth of Absence and the functioning of Presence and love. This is awakeness. 
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Who is holy or wise 

Should we wish to be seen by others as holy or wise, it usually indicates we are neither. It is the 

subtlety of conceit of the spiritual experience that is operating. After the sense of self, the me, 

is thoroughly seen through to its core conviction of deficiency and that deficiency is resolved, 

the self-identity drops and does not return. The simple functioning of love replaces the clinging 

and grasping motivations of the customary self-identity. How can the core of Absence have 

any desire, even any wish, to be seen as holy or wise? When we truly know through direct 

experience what we genuinely are, we know simultaneously what everyone is. Everything is 

unfolding in a unified field of love and Presence. 

Uninhibited trust 

When we see the Absolute abiding as the source and core of all reality, we perceive and know 

the universe is intrinsically benevolent and well-intentioned toward all. We have a thorough, 

uninhibited trust that all will be well and love will always heal hatred.  

Heartful modesty 

As the Absolute functions as a particular person or other being, it is functioning as love and 

Presence. Love is at the cellular core of all intention and action. The Absolute is contacting 

Absence and Presence in every single interchange, moment by moment. We have no urge 

to control or direct any aspect of reality because of our arising trust in the love quality of 

the Absolute. We also recognize that we never have all the information to fully understand 

the subtlety of the Absolute’s functioning. Both this core love and acknowledgement of the 

Absolute’s subtlety opens a natural, authentic humility in us, a heartful modesty. 

— Do you claim your spiritual experiences?

Heavenly contentment 

Without past or future 

Without here or there 

Trust in Awakening
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Heavenly contentment 

When we know with every fiber of our being that love and Presence are the function of the 

Absolute appearing in the everyday world, reality opens our awareness to the peace that 

surpasses understanding. This peace is the contentment, the uncontracted satisfaction, of the 

heavens operating as our everyday world. What more can we ever need? 

Everything necessary is always right here, resting here, offering itself with breathtaking 

generosity and thorough abundance without insistence.  

Without past or future 

With no self-identity functioning, we give no weight to the concepts of past or future. There is 

just this particular moment, always. Landing here affords us a freedom from regret of the past 

and from compulsive planning to ensure a particular future. This does not mean we can avoid 

the work of healing from past trauma and of reconciling our past with its landmines of guilt and 

shame. It does mean we do what is obvious and wholehearted in this moment, seeking always 

to be true to the purity and clarity of the Absolute. 

Without here or there 

All time and all locations are always present, right here and right now. When the concepts of 

time and distance drop, there is only an eternal now and an eternal here. When awareness is 

everywhere, how do we divide everywhere into a here or a there? 
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Trust in Awakening 

Awakening challenges our firm conviction in our sense of self and our being in a particular point 

in time as delusion. Our commitment to the customary self-identity omits the truth of the 

Absolute: love and Presence are the creative, generative forces of all reality. Only through the 

process of Awakening can we know that the self, as we hold it, is all Absence and Presence of 

the Absolute. And Absence and Presence are both propelled by pure love. As Awakening then 

deepens through penetration of increasingly subtle levels of reality, the roots and defenses of 

our customary self-identity weaken and fall away. All our action and all we witness is realized as 

an expression, a function, of love. This pure love generates wholesome trust in the benevolence 

of the Absolute. We then know and trust that love is always returning to itself as each and 

every form, always in this very moment, right here. Experiencing further levels of reality, we 

experience deeper and deeper trust in the reality of Awakening. 

— Do you trust in Awakening?

These stanzas are offered to highlight the relationship of ordinary mind and the Absolute. These 

point to the conceptual holdings that bind us to the world of suffering, delusion, and identity. As 

we relinquish control with its function of doing while shifting to deeper acceptance of universal 

truth, we begin to live a life of Being. Then the path of no-path unfolds revealing the splendor 

and mystery of the Absolute.

Stephen Doetsu Snyder is a Zen and Theravada Buddhist teacher. 

He has maintained a daily and retreat practice for nearly fifty 

years. He combines the beauty and power of the ancient heart 

practices called the “divine abodes,” the bharma viharas, with deep 

awakening practices to support students in opening the fulness of 

their hearts while deepening contact and realization of the source 

of all manifestation and creation – the Absolute.

You can find information on his teaching, interviews, and books 

on his website – AwakeningDharma.org. 
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Skillful Means
Your Skillful Means, sponsored by the Wellspring Institute, is designed to be a comprehensive 

resource for people interested in personal growth, overcoming inner obstacles, being helpful 

to others, and expanding consciousness. It includes instructions in everything from common 

psychological tools for dealing with negative self talk, to physical exercises for opening the body 

and clearing the mind, to meditation techniques for clarifying inner experience and connecting to 

deeper aspects of awareness, and much more. 

Grounding
 
PURPOSE/EFFECTS

Modern life is so complex and busy that it is common for people to feel overly mental, caught 

up in too much thinking, “revved up,” worried, spacey, or even “disembodied.” Under such 

conditions, the world begins to seem flat, two dimensional, lifeless, adversarial, and painful.

Luckily there is a quick cure for this feeling, which is to get “grounded.” Grounding means to 

bring awareness back into the body, back into the senses, and back into the present. These three 

things -- the body, the senses, and the present -- are the keys to reigniting creativity, passion, 

love, connection, peace, and wellbeing.

Grounding is also very easy to do.

METHOD

Summary

Sit still and connect with your body and your senses.

 
Long Version

1. Find a comfortable sitting posture. Your back should be straight and your body relaxed.

2. Close your eyes, and take ten slow, deep, full breaths. With each exhale, imagine that you are 

breathing out all your worries and cares.

3. Continuing to breathe deeply, concentrate on feeling your feet. Simply see if you can feel the 

Perspectives on 
Self-Care

Be careful with all self-help methods (including 

those presented in this Bulletin), which are 

no substitute for working with a licensed 

healthcare practitioner. People vary, and what 

works for someone else may not be a good fit 

for you. When you try something, start slowly 

and carefully, and stop immediately if it feels 

bad or makes things worse. 
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sensations in the bottoms of your feet. Do this before moving on to the next step.

4. Now see if you can feel the sensations in your hands. Can you feel your palms tingling? Do 

this before moving on to the next step.

5. Keep breathing deeply. Continue to feel the sensations in your hands and feet. Do this for 

ten slow breaths.

6. Now see if you can feel the sensations in your whole body. Let your awareness cover your 

entire body at once. Feel yourself breathing. Feel your butt on the floor (or chair). Do this 

for ten more breaths.

7. Continue this for as long as you like, or at least 5 minutes.

 

HISTORY

This grounding exercise is a combination of many similar exercises. It is a quick, basic mindfulness 

practice that will get you in touch with your sensory experience of the present moment.

SEE ALSO

What Is Meditation?
Meditation Posture

The Wellspring Institute
For Neuroscience and Contemplative Wisdom

The Institute is a 501c3 non-profit corporation, and it publishes the Wise Brain Bulletin. 
The Wellspring Institute gathers, organizes, and freely offers information and methods 
– supported by brain science and the contemplative disciplines – for greater happiness, 
love, effectiveness, and wisdom. For more information about the Institute, please go to 
wisebrain.org/wellspring-institute.

If you enjoy receiving the Wise Brain Bulletin, please consider making a tax-deductible 
donation to the Wellspring Institute. Simply visit WiseBrain.org and click on the Donate 
button. We thank you. 

Fare Well
May you and all beings be happy, loving, and wise.
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